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Featured Application: In-process defect detection in the manufacturing of turbine components
using Artificial Intelligence techniques.

Abstract: Traceability is a critical issue in the manufacturing of aerospace components. However,
extracting understandable information from huge amounts of data from manufacturing processes
may become a very difficult task. In this paper, a novel proposal for geometrical defect detection
in the manufacturing of fir-tree slots for disk turbines using wire electrical discharge machining is
presented. Useful data about the wire Electrical Discharge Machining (WEDM) process are collected
every 5 ms and each single discharge is classified as a function of ignition delay time. Information
from this large amount of data is extracted by using a deep neural network, which includes two
hidden dense layers, each with 64 units and Relu activation, and it ends with a single unit with no
activation. The average of the per-epoch absolute error (MAE) scores has been used to decide the
optimum training situation for the deep learning network. Validation of the method has been carried
out by machining a high-precision fir-tree slot for a disk turbine under industrial conditions. Results
show that even though a strict tolerance band of ±5 µm has been applied, as many as 80% of the
predictions from the network match the results of the conventional measuring method (coordinate
measuring machine).

Keywords: defect detection; traceability; aerospace; wire electrical discharge machining; artificial
intelligence; deep learning

1. Introduction

As the fast development of aerospace industry, the look for efficient machining methods of
low pressure turbine (LPT) components becomes more and more important. During the whole
process of LPT machining, as the complicate geometry and requirement of high accuracy [1], fir-tree
slot (Figure 1a) is one of the most difficult part for machining. Due to the high accuracy, low cost,
high flexibility and some other advantages [2], Wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM) has
gradually become a better choice for machining fir-tree slot than broaching in application of aeronautic
industry [3]. The defect detection is a crucial link in WEDM machining. Today, tolerance defect
detecting is almost done by coordinate measuring machine (Figure 1b) after the end of machining.
Through the comparison between the ideal model and the actual machining result, the direction
of improvement of processing parameter can be obtained. This kind of measuring method is quite
complicated and time costing because of the moving of the workpiece from WEDM machine to
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measuring machine every time. Similarly, the ideal model needs to be created every time when a new
profile or cutting task is required. Therefore, some improvement of defect detecting method should
be explored.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 2 of 8 
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Figure 1. (a) Geometry of the fir-tree slot (b) Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). 
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Deep Learning (DL) is an emerging field of machine learning research that aims to further realize
Artificial Intelligence. The concept of deep learning stems from the study of artificial neural networks.
A multi-layered sensor with multiple hidden layers constitutes a deep learning network. Similarly,
deep learning discovers distributed representations of data by combining low-level features to create
more abstract high-level representation attribute categories or features [4]. Through the constant
exploration of about 60 years, Hinton et al. proposed formally the concept of deep learning in 2006.
Through an unsupervised learning method they trained the algorithm layer by layer and then used a
supervised back propagation algorithm for tuning. It brings hope to solve the deep structure related
optimization problem [5]. Further in 2012, Hinton et al. successfully used the Relu activation function
to fundamentally solve the problem of gradient disappearance, and adopted the GPU to greatly
improve the speed of the model. Nowadays, with the appearance of more advanced calculating
equipment and more efficient method of recording data, the application of deep learning in more and
more fields become possible, such as image classification, speech recognition, fact extraction and so
on [6–8]. Deep learning has previously been used by the authors for unexpected event prediction in
Wire EDM operations [9]. However, to the best knowledge of the authors, no research work can be
found in literature dealing with the use of deep learning for defect detection in WEDM machining.

For finding easier and more efficient defect detecting method, a novel way which adopts deep
learning is proposed in this paper. In a previous research work, Wang et al. [10] explained that
unsupervised machine learning can be successfully used to extract useful information from ignition
delay time. This variable can be measured under industrial conditions during actual machining from
the WEDM machine.

In this paper, a further step is presented. Following Big Data trends, and taking into account
that very large amounts of data can be on-line collected during machining, a deep learning neural
network approach is proposed for defect detection during the Wire EDM machining of fir-tree slots for
aerospace industry. After the Introduction in Section 1, the structure of the network and the definition
of the machining experiments required for training the network is described in Section 2. Section 3
presents the main findings of the work, which include an excellent agreement between the conventional
and the new proposed method. Finally, the main conclusions of the work are summarized.
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2. Materials and Methods

The hypothesis supporting the research is that, from a sufficiently large number of experiments,
data about tolerance defect can be related to machining process data directly obtained from the WEDM
machine. Therefore, the first step is to carry out machining experiments and obtain large sets of data
relating part tolerance and condition of ignition delay time (td), as already suggested in [10].

For the experiments part material used in industry for disk turbine manufacturing has been
selected, namely Inconel 718. This is a Nickel-based alloy with extremely good properties for the
requirements of disk turbines. The thickness of the component is 20mm. Machining is realized
under industrial conditions on the WEDM machine ONA AV-35 using brass wire (CuZn37, diameter
0.25 mm), which is the industrial equipment for disc turbine production. Machine parameters for
roughing and first trim cut are collected in Table 1.

Table 1. Industrial settings for the roughing and first trim cut as taken from the ONA AV35 WEDM
machine tables.

EDM Parameters Roughing Cut 1st Trim Cut

Current (A) 5 5
Off-time (µs) 7 6

Wire tension (N) 26 30
Voltage (V) 60 100
Servo (V) 30 81

Offset (mm) 0.185 0.170
Wire speed (mm/min) 10 8

Wire tension (N) 26 30
Dielectric Deionised water

An on-line recording application has been implemented on the machine CNC in order to get
as many data from the actual process as possible. The application allows collecting data every 5 ms.
From the complete set of data, each single discharge has been classified as a function of ignition
delay time, as shown in Table 2. The number of different discharge type will be recorded as one set
of data.

Table 2. Discharge discrimination as a function of ignition delay time td.

Discharge Type td Value (µs)

Type 1 <1
Type 2 1–3
Type 3 3–10
Type 4 >10

Experiments involve varying the actual distance between wire and workpiece, which can be
used to define the final tolerance of the profile. After the roughing cut, in the process of 1st trim cut,
the workpiece is divided into 5 regions to be cut with different wire infeed values, as gathered in
Table 3. The different aspect of the 5 regions can be seen in Figure 2. For every region, as many as
20,000 sets of data have been acquired with a sample ratio of 5 ms.

Table 3. Wire infeed values during the experiment in the different regions of the workpiece.

Region Wire Infeed (µm)

Region 1 −16
Region 2 −8
Region 3 0
Region 4 8
Region 5 16
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Figure 2. Regions on the workpiece during the experiments as a function of wire infeed.

Once the data have been collected from the experiments, the deep learning neural network can be
developed and trained. Python environment using Keras [11] and Tensorflow [12,13] backend have
been selected for developing the structure of the network. As many as 15000 sets of data are used as
training data and another 5000 sets as testing data. The network includes two hidden dense layers,
each with 64 units and Relu activation, and it ends with a single unit with no activation (a linear layer).
This kind of linear layer is used for predicting a single continuous value [11].

3. Discussion of Results

Before the final objective of defect detecting in an industrial fir-tree slot is addressed, the capacity
of the network to model the distance between wire and workpiece during the experiments described
in the previous section was studied.

The network has been trained using as many as 500 epochs. The average of the per-epoch absolute
error (MAE) scores is shown in Figure 3a. By smoothing the curve, the final result is plot in Figure 3b.
According to this result, the best training situation is that corresponding to 390 epochs, with a MAE
score of 3.46.
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Then, the accuracy of the network to predict the actual distance between wire and workpiece was
evaluated. For doing so, 20 sets of data from each region of the part have been used. The results of the
prediction are presented in Table 4. Taking into account the uncertainty due to wire vibration, it can be
said that the accuracy of the prediction by the network is very high. The maximum average deviation is
5.78 µm, and this corresponds to the situation of larger distance between wire and workpiece, in which
the probability of wire vibration is also higher.

At the sight of the above results, it was decided to test the proposed defect detecting methodology
in an industrial environment. The fir-tree slot was cut using the same machine parameters as those
gathered in Table 1. The geometry is that shown in Figure 1a.
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Table 4. Accuracy of the prediction of the deep neural network as a function of wire infeed.

Region Wire Infeed (µm) Mean Value of
Prediction (µm)

Average Deviation
(µm)

Standard
Deviation (µm)

Region 1 −16 −14.92 1.08 2.14
Region 2 −8 −6.36 1.64 4.38
Region 3 0 3.78 3.78 4.76
Region 4 8 7.4 −0.60 4.96
Region 5 16 10.22 −5.78 3.11

Discharge types have been collected during WEDM’ing of the fir-tree slot, and they have been
classified as for Table 2. The resulting values have been used as the input for the previously trained
deep neural network, which in turn generates the expected tolerances all along the complete profile
of the fir-tree slot. At the same time, the cut geometry has been measured using a Mitutoyo 9106
Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). The result of the actual measurement of the WEDM’ed part
is shown in Figure 4. Data represented on the right side of the ideal profile means that less material
than required has been machined. On the contrary, data represented on the left hand side means that
more material than required has been removed. The tolerance band accepted by the manufacturer is
±15 µm (in green). Material outside that band is represented in red color.
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Figure 4. Results after measuring the fir-tree slot profile on the Mitutoyo 9106 Coordinate
Measuring Machine.

In order to check the validity of the predictions produced by the deep neural network, a tolerance
band of ±5 µm has been set for the results, which is even more demanding than that represented in
Figure 4 for the CMM. This means that, if the infeed predicted by the network is more than +5 µm,
there is a defect of material with respect to the ideal profile. In other words, too much material is being
cut with respect to the ideal situation. The detection system informs of acceptable geometry when the
predicted infeed is within the tolerance band ±5 µm. Finally, if the infeed predicted by the network
is below −5 µm, this means that there is an excess of part material with respect to the ideal profile.
In other words, less material than expected is being machined with respect to the ideal situation.

Figure 5, together with Table 5, represent the results of the prediction by the network. Lack of
material is represented in blue color. Yellow color means that the profile is inside the tolerance band.
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Finally, the red color means excess of material, as explained above. Comparison with the results
provided by actual measurement of the profile using the CMM has been carried out in 10 regions as
represented in Figure 5.
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Table 5. Comparison of results between the current method (CMM) and the proposed deep neural
network for defect monitoring.

Region Prediction
(Dominant Color) Results by CMM Comparison with Proposed

Deep Neural Network

Region 1 Blue Defect of material Matched
Region 2 Yellow Ideal part Matched
Region 3 Blue Excess material Unmatched
Region 4 Blue Defect of material Matched
Region 5 Red Defect of material Unmatched
Region 6 Yellow Ideal part Matched
Region 7 Red Excess material Matched
Region 8 Blue Defect of material Matched
Region 9 Red Excess material Matched
Region 10 Blue Defect of material Matched

Of course, inside each region some points exhibit a different color, but most of them show a clear
trend. This observation is sound with the actual measurements by the CMM presented in Figure 4.
Therefore, it has been decided to assign the dominant color to each region for the sake of clarity of
results. Comparison between predictions and actual measurements is presented in Table 5.

The quality of the predictions is obvious from the results. From the 10 regions selected, 8 of them
perfectly match the results obtained by actual measuring of the component on the CMM, and only
2 of them show some deviation. As explained above, it must be taken into account that a tolerance
band more demanding than that stated by the manufacturer has been established in order to check the
accuracy of the predictions. This allows to check not only part geometrical requirements, but also to
check the accuracy of the network to detect excess and/or defect of material removed by the process,
even inside the tolerance band of the component.
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If the tolerance band of the network is increased to ±15 µm, the agreement with CMM results is
even better. In that case the prediction by the network is that all the profile is within the tolerance band.
In other words, there is only one region of mismatch, which is the region where the most important
defect (see Figure 4, excess material in red) occurs.

4. Conclusions

In this paper a novel method for detecting tolerance defects during machining turbine disk fir-tree
slots using WEDM has been proposed. For the first time, the method applies deep learning techniques,
which is one of the hot topics in Artificial Intelligence. A deep neural structure has been trained using
data from actual machining experiments. Data are related to the actual distance between wire and
workpiece, which in turn can effectively represent final part tolerance. An industrial disk fir-tree
geometry has been machined, and the defect predictions obtained from the deep neural structure
have been compared with those obtained by the conventional method of measuring the part using
a CMM. Even though a strict tolerance band of ±5 µm has been used, results from the neural network
match those of the CMM in as much as 80% of the studied regions. Future research must explore the
possibility of using larger sets of data in order to improve the accuracy of the prediction.
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